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National Academies Report
From the preface of the report:
Advanced computing, a term used in this report to include both compute- and data-intensive capabilities, is used to tackle a rapidly growing
range of challenging science and engineering problems. The National
Science Foundation (NSF) requested that the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine carry out a study examining anticipated
priorities and associated trade-offs for advanced computing in support of
NSF-sponsored science and engineering research. The study encompasses
advanced computing activities and programs throughout NSF, including,
but not limited to, those of its Division of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure.
The statement of task for the full study is given in Box P.1. In response to
this request, the Academies established the Committee on Future Directions for NSF Advanced Computing Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science in 2017-2020 (see Appendix C).
The first phase of the study culminated in an interim report issued
in 2014, Future Directions for NSF Advanced Computing Infrastructure to
Support U.S. Science and Engineering in 2017-2020: An Interim Report, that
identified key issues and discussed potential options. The interim report
set forth nine major areas where the committee sought input from the
scientific computing community (Box P.2). The committee received over
60 comments from individuals, research groups, and organizations (listed
in Appendix A) in response to its call for comments. It gathered further
input through additional data-gathering sessions convened by the committee and listed in Appendix B. This is the committee’s final report. As
this study was being completed, an executive order was issued estab-

The NSF requested that the National
Academies of Science, Engineering, and
Medicine carry out a study examining
anticipated priorities and associated trade-offs
for advanced computing in support of NSFsponsored science and engineering research.
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rections for NSF Advanced Computing Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science and Engineering in 2017-2020

HTC for Discovery
Summary
The National Science Foundation (NSF) asked the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine to provide a framework for future decision-making about NSF’s advanced computing
strategy and programs. Advanced computing refers here to the advanced technical capabilities, including
computer systems, software, and expert staff, that support a wide range of science and engineering
research and that are of a large enough scale and cost that they are typically shared among multiple
researchers, institutions, and applications. Advanced computing encompasses support for data-driven
research as well as modeling and simulation.
The recommendations of the Committee on Future Directions for NSF Advanced Computing
Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science in 2017-2020 are aimed at achieving four broad goals: (1)
positioning the United States for continued leadership in science and engineering, (2) ensuring that
resources meet community needs, (3) aiding the scientific community in keeping up with the revolution in
computing, and (4) sustaining the infrastructure for advanced computing.
POSITION THE UNITED STATES FOR CONTINUED LEADERSHIP
IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

From the summary
of the NAS report

Many fields today rely on
high-throughput computing
for discovery

Large-scale simulation and the accumulation and analysis of massive amounts of data are
revolutionizing many areas of science and engineering research. Increased advanced computing capability
has historically enabled new science, and many fields today rely on high-throughput computing for
discovery. Modeling and simulation, the historical focus of high-performance computing, is a wellestablished peer of theory and experiment. Data-driven research, a complementary “fourth paradigm” for
scientific discovery, needs data-intensive computing capabilities and resources. To support this research,
NSF is a major provider of the advanced computing used for U.S. basic science, for not only its own
grantees but also in support of research sponsored by other agencies, such as the National Institutes of
Health and the Department of Energy.
Meeting future needs will require systems that support a wide range of advanced computing
capabilities, including large-scale parallel systems and data-intensive systems. Approaches that combine
large-scale computing and data resources in “converged” systems can play a role; more specialized
systems may also be needed to meet some requirements. Commercial cloud computing offers certain
advantages and can play a role in NSF’s advanced computing strategy. However, NSF computing centers
already exploit economies of scale and load sharing, and commercial cloud providers do not currently
support very large, tightly coupled parallel applications, especially for high-end simulation workloads.
For other applications, especially data-centric workloads and communities that share data sets, cloud
computing is positioned today to play a growing role.
Recommendation 1. NSF should sustain and seek to grow its investments in advanced computing—to
include hardware and services, software and algorithms, and expertise—to ensure that the nation’s
researchers can continue to work at frontiers of science and engineering.
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Discoveries that relied on HTC
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Discoveries that relied on HTC

Nobel prizes are just the tip of the iceberg.
See Rob Gardner’s talk earlier today for a
representative cross section of science on OSG.
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Compute Hours per month
Just short of 200,000 cores x 24h x 30 days
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Integrate all clusters
in the USA and beyond

There are still states and countries
where we have no presence yet.
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Nationally Shared Clusters

Commercial Cloud

OSG integrates computing across different resource types
and business models.
October 3rd, 2017
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We use DHTC as our computing paradigm
and HTCondor & friends as our implementation strategy.
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Roadblocks on way to vision
• The community is unwilling to pay for cloud
computing
- Most institutions (except UCSD and UW Seattle)
charge full IDC on IT services.
§ This makes commercial cloud ridiculously expensive.

• Allocations on National HPC systems are
absurdly cumbersome to obtain.
- XRAC and alike are essentially semi-private clubs
with bouncers to keep the masses out.
§ E.g. Allowing domain specific science gateways while
refusing university level cross domain aggregation
makes zero sense.
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OSG Data Vision
• Enable your home institutions to support
your active archive (= “Data Origin”).
- In addition, some of our partners, e.g. FNAL,
BNL, NCSA, have expressed interest in tape
archiving at cost for the community.

• OSG to support all “transient” data issues
- Related to processing
- Related to distributing data between data
origins (instrument(s), archive(s)) and storage
allocations globally.
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State of the art today
• First line of defense is HTCondor file transfer or Pegasus
• If that’s not sufficient for needed scale:
- Pull/put data to/from job via gridftp and/or xrdcp
§ We offer data hosting in some cases.
- Use caching if same input data is reused often.
• We can support “reasonable” privacy of data, but not HIPAA or FISMA.

• If data movement needs to be managed across multiple global
locations where the community owns disk space or has
allocations:
- Evaluate Rucio

See talks by Weitzel & Riedel
on Tuesday afternoon

The services provided in support of data on OSG
vary, depending on the application needs.
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StashCache
Monitoring
/ Accounting
See Derek Weitzel’s talk on Tuesday

500 TB per week delivered from cache
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Rucio Evaluation Instances
See Benedikt Riedel’s talk on Tuesday afternoon

Experiment

Rucio Instance

DB Location

DB Type

Support

CMS

ruciocms.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UNL, FNAL,
UChicago

IceCube

rucioicecube.grid.uchicago.
edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UCSD,
UNL, UW-Madison,
UChicago

LIGO

rucioligo.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

Georgia
Tech, UNL,
UChicago

LSST

ruciolsst.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

NCSA,
UChicago

FIFE

ruciofife.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UChicago,
FNAL
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Roadblocks on way to vision
• Looking for …
- Science communities that want to add their own data origin
to StashCache.
- Additional caches

• More work to do instrumenting transfers, and
understanding networks … e.g.:
- How do we prevent our caches from thrashing?
- How do we guarantee high performance transfers?

• Waiting for results of Rucio evaluations before we
decide how much further we want to get involved
there.
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OSG Networking Vision
• Collect network performance metrics and
develop useful alarms to support data
transfer operations.
- Help communities get more data intensive
science done
See Shawn & Iliya’s talk on Network analytics on Tuesday afternoon
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Roadblocks on way to vision
• OSG demonstrated initial capabilities, but to
scale out and achieve the full vision, we will
depend on partners.
• Expand our collaborations with …
- PRP and in the future NRP.
- The LHC experiments with regard to their
matrix of sites.
- ESNet and Internet2
- Others ?
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Some thoughts about structure
… or maybe call it philosophy ?

Creative Tension

Be pragmatic
do what it takes
to support science

Follow fundamental
Principles of DHTC

We routinely struggle with this creative tension.
And we think this is a good thing !!!
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The old paradigm

Me -- My friends -- The grid
Me: thin user layer
Me & My friends
are domain science
specific.

My friends:
VO services
VO infrastructure
VO admins
The Grid: anonymous sites & admins

2/21/2006

SDSC/CIP

Common to all.

36
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The future paradigm ?

Scientists that use this CI to do science
OSG

Science focused services operated
by CI engineers for scientific communities.

NRP

Kubernetes layer via SLATE/PRP/NRP
Guarantees well understood and measured
networked devices to be used to deploy services on.

ESNet/Internet2
Hardware deployed inside the network and
Universities
inside DMZ’s, as “Edge” or “endpoint hosts”
National Labs
Commercial Cloud
Supercomputer Centers
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Building Human Capital

OSG Summer School
OSG training at
your institution
OSG training at AHM
Train the trainers
ACI-Ref, CaRC, …

Students & post-docs
become power users on OSG,
and train others
in their research groups

Become faculty that
train their students on OSG

Sustaining a CI that adjusts to change while maintaining
institutional memory is essential for this to work.
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Questions ?

